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Global President of Valentino Fashion Group, Mr. Stefano 
Sassi is a polished man. Arriving for his interview with 
Indonesia Tatler in elegant slacks and a tailored crisp button-
down with a dapper navy-blue sports coat, Mr. Stefano admits 
that he is dressed head-to-toe in the brand’s signature designs. 

As the acting Global President of the iconic brand since 
2006, Sassi joined the fashion house at a time in which its 
creator and greatest luminary, Mr. Valentino Clemente 
Ludovico Garavana, was leaving his illustrious 45-year career 
for retirement. Sassi admits that this transition provided a bit 
of a challenge not only the brand’s future, but also for his 
responsibilities as chief executive of the brand’s new direction. 

“It was something very different because we were now 
running the company without the founder and the designer, 
which was a major challenge, but at the same time an 
opportunity,” he says. “We took this opportunity to bring 
Valentino to a new stage of modernity.” Birthed from the 
famous Italian designer’s “maison de couture,” the 
international brand initially enjoyed extreme popularity in the 
very grand circles of international models, celebrities and 
royalty. “Mr. Valentino had created a brand that was very 
exclusive, very interesting and very powerful,” explains Sassi. 
“But in a way, the brand was almost untouchable; a niche 
brand in terms of business reality.” Under Sassi’s new 
direction, the fashion house began to move the brand onto a 
new platform of modernity. “We tried to keep the exclusivity 
and core values of the brand, while at the same time bringing 
a new accessibility to it by opening it up to a larger customer 
base.” Under the creative genius of top designers, Maria Grazia 
Chiuri and Pier Paolo Piccioli, Sassi says confidently that the 
brand has successfully been able to tap into this new 
modernity and accessibility with its ultra chic designs that also 
display a bit of the every day “cool factor.” He explains: “The 

two designers are in their early 
40s and very talented with a 
modern vision of Valentino. At 
the same time they are 
absolutely respectful of the past, 
which is crucial.” 

So how does this blend of 
past and present, exclusivity 
and accessibility translate into 
the Valentino fashion sold in 
stores? “Today you can wear 
Valentino from 8:00 in the 
morning until the end of the night, 
while still depending on the brand 
to dress you for the most exclusive 
ballroom soiree,” Sassi says, adding 
that the trusted fashion house has 
also enhanced its accessories, 
including bags and shoes--the latter 
of which enjoyed a 70% market 
increase last season. As for the 
Valentino brand in Indonesia, the 
Global President says that sales are 
absolutely thriving. “Valentino first 
came to Plaza Indonesia and it did okay; but then 
we changed the location to a more visible and 
larger location within the mall. The result was 
very interesting in that business started booming 
in the new location.” Valentino stores are also 
located in Plaza Senayan and Pacific Place.  

“The garments, which bring a Mediterranean 
concept and cut to its designs, fit the bodies of 
women here very well,” says Sassi with a smile. 
“We definitely don’t have to make any special 
adjustments to our clothes for this market.”  

With the more wearable and modern designs, 
Sassi says that the latest Valentino line is actually 
his favourite. Coming from this fashion guru, 
whose past experiences include Chief Executive of 
textile group Marzotto and previous CEO of 
Italian fashion firm Cerutti,  we trust his expertise. 

The New ValeNTiNo
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Roberto Cavalli is a designer who creates dresses for 
the most beautiful women and for men who need 
the beauty of women to complete themselves. 
During the celebration of its 40th anniversary in 
Jakarta, Juliwati Cokromulio meets a representative 
from Roberto Cavalli.

Paola Properzicurti - the sales export director and 
franchisee developer of Roberto Cavalli in Italy –has 
dedicated herself for the past 18 years in the fashion 
industry.  Versace and Valentino are the two big 
names that she has worked for in the past before 
she joined Roberto Cavalli’s company since 2005 
until the present time. With such a long history in 
the fashion industry, she claims that her ultimate 
calling would always be in fashion as she is always 

Mrs Paola 
Properzicurti
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